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Abstract—Small and inexpensive acceleration sensors, cam-
eras, microphones, micro-mirrors, touch-panels and other prod-
ucts of the MNT industry are the core components of almost
every new and innovative electronic appliance. Customer-tailored
functions and specifications require a deep involvement of the
customer throughout the whole value chain. Often the varying
stages of the product engineering flow are carried out by
diverse companies (or at least different departments) in different
locations. With ”time to market” being essential, a fast and
effective product engineering approach along with comprehensive
software support is required. In this paper we introduce a
comprehensive methodology and based on that a concept for a
distributed environment for customer-oriented product engineer-
ing of MEMS products. The development is currently carried
out in an international EU research project.

Index Terms—product engineering, MNT design, process de-
sign, information management, distributed multi-site engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROSYSTEMS or MEMS have recently become a

major driving force in the automotive and consumer

markets. Small and inexpensive acceleration sensors, cameras,

microphones, micro-mirrors, touch-panels and other products

of the micro and nanotechnology (MNT) industry are impor-

tant components of almost every new and innovative electronic

appliance. Consequently there is an increasing need for new

products from this area that have to be developed and put to

market in a relatively short timeframe. A fast and effective

product engineering approach is needed to be competitive in

such a fast moving market.

There are several challenges that are very characteristic

for MNT product engineering and arise from the particular

structure of the MNT industry. New and emerging application

areas, short development cycles, and tight competition are

the main challenges for product engineering in this field.

Besides a relatively small number of ”traditional” large micro-

and nano electronics enterprises, the MNT sector consists

mostly of small- and medium-scale enterprises (SME) that

can not and do not offer the complete development chain.

Emerging business models (like the fabless design house or

the pure-play foundry) that are already common in the field of

microelectronics, require new product engineering approaches

that focus on collaborative design and manufacturing.
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Another challenge is the impact of the manufacturing tech-

nology on product development. Unlike in microelectronics,

the manufacturing process of MEMS is highly application

specific. Virtually every new product needs its own manu-

facturing process to match the specific requirements of its

application area, e.g. the automotive sector has to cope with

completely different constraints than the consumer market.

This so called MEMS law (”One product, one process!”)[1]

is not limited to just MEMS but can be applied to large

parts of the MNT industry. Consequently, product development

also includes the development of appropriate manufacturing

processes. MNT product engineering is therefore characterised

by a large diversity of products and technologies and the lack

of a common technology platform like CMOS [2][3].

In this paper we introduce a comprehensive methodology

for customer-oriented product engineering of MEMS products

that takes into account the challenges of concurrent device

and process development as well as the challenges of dis-

tributed, networked operations between customers, designers

and semiconductor manufacturers. Finally a tool concept for

consistent data exchange in multi-site development scenarios

is presented. The approach is based on approaches originally

developed for distributed software engineering. The research is

part of the research project CORONA funded by the European

Commission CP-FP7-NMP-SL-213969-2.

II. MNT PRODUCT ENGINEERING

Product Engineering (PE) is the discipline of driving and

managing product development efforts by following a pre-

defined methodology. It covers the whole realisation cycle of

a product from the first idea over various development stages

up to a marketable product. The scope of PE is not limited

to the pure technology development but includes other aspects

like marketing, project management, and quality assurance.

It should also be noted that there is no universal PE

methodology that can be applied to all kinds of products.

Each methodology is tailored to the common design challenges

in a specific field. For example product engineering in the

field of (VLSI) microelectronics mostly deals with the aspect

of managing complexity [4]. For the field of micro and

nanotechnology (MNT) the main theme could be summed

up as managing diversity. First there is diversity regarding

the application areas that cover the automotive, medical, and

consumer electronics sector. Each area having very different

technical and market constraints. Second there is a diversity in

engineering domains. MEMS products often combine micro-

electronic, micromechanic, and microfluidic components. Each
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having different approaches regarding design and test. Third

there is a diversity regarding the available manufacturing tech-

nologies. This is best expressed by the MEMS law that states

that every device needs an individually tailored manufacturing

process.

Finally, there is diversity regarding the business models of

companies involved in MEMS product engineering. Recent

market surveys like [5], [6] indicate that, besides some large

integrated device manufactures, there are many small and

medium sized enterprises (SME) that cover only small parts

of the value chain (see Figure 1). In such a scenario product

engineering is a collaborative effort, comprising several spe-

cialized companies, carrying out different development tasks at

different locations. Most prominent example is the distinction

between fabless design houses and pure-play foundries which

is already common in the IC industry and now becoming

relevant for MEMS as well [5].
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Fig. 1. Business models along the MNT value chain

Developing a PE methodology that supports such a diverse

and distributed scenario depends on a detailed analysis of the

mechanisms that currently drive product engineering in this

area. One aspect is that typical MNT products like acceleration

sensors, gyroscopes, ink-jet heads or MEMS microphones are

not stand-alone products. They are components in a more

complex system (e.g. smart phone, car, medical appliance etc.)

with the individual requirements of each MNT product dictated

by the application area of the complex system. Therefore

the system design approach and technology selection need to

be adapted to those system requirements. On the other hand

there is a strong influence of the manufacturing technology

on the product engineering process. MEMS PE is more often

than not driven by technological capabilities instead of market

needs. The result being more a technology demonstrator than

a marketable product. If the goal is a commercial successful

product, the engineering process needs to be market driven

instead of technology driven.

III. CUSTOMER-DRIVEN PRODUCT ENGINEERING

The idea behind the CORONA project is to make the customer

the driving force in the product engineering process. In a

typical MNT product development scenario the customer is

not at the end-user level but at the original equipment man-

ufacturer (OEM) or 1st-tier level. A customer at this level

needs a deep understanding of the working conditions, the

functional-, financial-, and market-constraints that are crucial

for engineering a commercial successful product. Not being a

stakeholder in the product implementation process also means

that the customer is less likely to be biased towards a specific

technology.

In a customer driven collaboration model, the customer

takes care that the application specific requirements are met

and the constraints are considered. This is especially important

for requirements and constraints that are not captured during

the initial product specification. A tight involvement of the

customer in the product engineering process helps to identify

those often critical constraints. The role of the customer can

therefore be compared to a coordinator who steers and controls

the distributed and networked product engineering value chain.
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Fig. 2. Interactions between PE roles

Figure 2 illustrates the interactions between the three main

roles. The customer is responsible for defining the require-

ments and constraints based on his/her unique knowledge

about the application domain. This is turned into a product

specification in close cooperation with the development part-

ner(s) and constantly updated during the product engineering

process. The development partners develop a feasible (and

manufacturable) product based on the product specification

negotiated with the customer and the technological constraints

provided by the fabrication partners. The fabrication & assem-

bly partners, i.e. foundries and packagers, finally contribute

the manufacturing technology and the package design in

accordance to the quality requirements of the customer.

Previous work by the authors in this context did not consider

the multi-party development scenario [3], [7]. In that work the

scenario was that of a single fabless company in close co-

operation with MEMS technology partners. The implemented

methodology resembled the IDM business model incorporating

all three roles customer, development, and fabrication. The

CORONA project tries to address a more versatile scenario by

expanding existing methods currently in use [8]. For an assess-

ment of the current practice, interviews with representatives of

the most common business models have been performed and

the results have been matched with several formal product

development and project management methods. From these

formal methods the product development method Stage-Gate
TM

[9], and the project management method PRINCE2 have been

selected as most suitable. Both methods reflect the current

practice, emphasize on quality aspects, and follow similar

semantics by treating all efforts (product development and

project management) as processes.
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Stage-Gate
TM

focuses on efficient guidance from the product

idea to a marketable product. Product development according

to Stage-Gate
TM

is divided into several phases or stages where

development activities take place. The stages are separated by

gates that assess the results of the preceding stage and decide

if development may continue to the next stage. Required

deliverables and evaluation criteria to assess the viability of

the product idea are specified after the initial research and

development stages. Stage-Gate
TM

introduces discipline into

an originally chaotic process by ensuring that no critical

development steps are omitted. The focus upon quality of

execution by regular reassessment of the expected product

performance (technical and economical) streamlines and sta-

bilizes the product development process.
PRINCE2 , on the other hand, is a process oriented project

management method focussed on efficiency and quality as-

pects. The method introduces a framework of components and

techniques to perform various project management processes

(e.g. initiating a project, controlling a stage, managing product

delivery). The controlled and systematic preparation and exe-

cution of projects in a process following PRINCE2 explicitly

prevents problems of other project management methods with

weaker control mechanisms. The strong process-focus is a

central aspect and an additional benefit compared to other

methods. In summary PRINCE2 can be characterized as a

collection of processes, components and techniques that are

applicable to project management in diverse fields (software,

construction, environmental, aerospace, etc.).
As both methods complement each other, it is reasonable

to merge them into a single approach that combines prod-

uct development and project management. In this combined

approach product development is guided by Stage-Gate
TM

while the development stages and gates are executed by the

PRINCE2 processes according to Stage-Gate
TM

practices. As

a result the approach can cope directly with deviations and

escalation situations and offers several tools and techniques

for dealing with unforeseen challenges.
An aspect that is not explicitly addressed by either

PRINCE2 or Stage-Gate
TM

is the collaborative development

across company borders and the continuous involvement of

the customer. The stages and gates of Stage-Gate
TM

are too

unwieldy to serve as synchronisation points between the

customer and project partners. For this purpose a lean and fine

granular methodology has been developed with Task Transition
Methodology (T2M). A brief outline of T2M will be given in

the next section.
Figure 3 gives an general overview of the overall method

combining PRINCE2 , Stage-Gate
TM

, and T2M . The product

engineering process is divided into four phases with efforts and

resource requirements increasing with each subsequent phase.

The phases that are separated by gates according to Stage-
Gate

TM

form the skeleton of the methodology. Depending on

the complexity of the product engineering effort, the phases

may contain additional stages and gates.
The first phase Discovery deals with capturing and initial

assessment of product ideas. The assessment includes both

market potential and technical feasibility. Based on the assess-

ment results the Project Startup Decision gate decides whether

to start a project or to discard the product idea.

During the second phase Startup the project is initialized.

This means inviting and integrating partner companies, ap-

pointing responsible persons, setting up the project infras-

tructure, setting up an initial business case, and creating

various plans (e.g. quality plan, project plan, stage plan)

according to PRINCE2. The startup phase is also the place

where detailed feasibility studies are performed, if necessary.

During the feasibility studies the product idea is evaluated in

more technical, market, legal and financial detail to solidify

the business case and the technical concepts. The feasibility

studies should be limited to 10% of the development resources.

This is also the first assessment of the project consortium and

the communication structure between the individual partner

companies.

The gate following the startup phase is a rather critical

gate that decides whether or not the project should enter the

cost intensive Development phase. This is the core phase of

the project where most development activities are performed.

Depending on the complexity of the project, it is advisable

to divide this phase into at least two stages for prototype

development and product development. Final outcome of

the development phase should be a product ready for mass

production with an associated business case and updated

market analysis. The development phase is followed by the

Commercialization Decision gate that validates whether the

product is still commercial viable and whether all components

are of sufficient quality.

The Launch phase is the final phase of the product engi-

neering process. In this phase the product is finally moved

to the market. Like the development phase, this phase should

be divided into two stages separated by an intermediate gate.

A pre-production stage during which a production line is

prepared for mass production and small volumes of the product

are manufactured to perform field studies or to supply selected

customers with small numbers of the new product. And a

production/ramp up stage where the production lines are

brought up to volume and the product is finally put to market.

The launch phase is concluded by a Post Launch Review that

assesses the complete launch phase for future reference and

capturing of best practices. The review is usually performed

some time after the launch phase.

The gates are essential for the success of a new project

strategy. They are the decision points where the stakeholders

and especially the customer decide whether or not to continue

funding a project. A gate consists of three main elements

which are (1) the required deliverables, (2) a set of evaluation

criteria and (3) the outputs. The outputs, in the case of positive

assessment, are the funding decision, an agreed action plan

for the next stage (modelled in T2M ) and an agreement

on the set of required deliverables for the next gate. The

possible outcome of a gate assessment may be either Go

(continue developments), Kill (cancel developments), Hold

(temporarily stop developments), or Recycle (redo previous

stage) the product development. Gates also act as checkpoints

for quality control by evaluating the quality of the deliverables,

the economic viability of the project, and the various project

plans.
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Fig. 3. Overview of product engineering methodology

IV. TASK TRANSITION METHODOLOGY

In the last section the need for a lean methodology that

supports cooperative development and direct customer involve-

ment has been stated. Additionally there is also an increased

need for modularity and flexibility as every company partaking

in the PE process has its own business processes and cannot

be forced to fully adapt to external processes introduced by

random customers. The goal is therefore to devise a highly

customizable methodology for customer interaction and task

synchronisation that does not disrupt or damage established

processes.

The overall approach of CORONA on product engineering

is deliverable driven instead of task driven: ”you can’t control

what you can’t manage, and you can’t manage what you can’t

specify” [10]. Meaning that the progress of the project is

measured based on concrete artifacts (deliverables) created

instead of workload/money spent. On the project level this

is enforced by Stage-Gate
TM

with its complex gates that allow

powerful decision making on the executive level. For the actual

development work within the stages a more fine granular ap-

proach with much less overhead is needed. The Task Transition

Methodology (T2M) has been designed to bridge the gap

between the executive level and the development activities.

T2M distinguishes between three basic entities:

• Tasks that describe product development activities and

implement

• Deliverables that are documents or other artefacts that are

checked at

• Transitions that serve as synchronisation points between

tasks
In T2M tasks represent activities that implement deliverables,

e.g. the deliverable of a task ”Market Analysis” would be

a ”Market Analysis Report”. The most basic task consists

only of a name that describes the overall activity and a list

of deliverables to be implemented. Tasks may also serve as

container entities that contain other (sub-) tasks and transitions.

According to Stage-Gate
TM

and T2M a deliverable has to be

something tangible like a document, a computer program,

or a physical artefact. Each deliverable has a specification,

an implementation and a rating. The specification describes

the requirements and constraints of the deliverable, the im-

plementation is the result of the development work, and the

rating describes how closely the implementation matches the

specification. In its most simple form the rating could be either

”accepted” or ”rejected”. In more complex scenarios there

could be additional quality levels be associated with the rating.

Transitions serve as synchronization points between tasks.

The deliverables of the preceding task(s) are collected and

handed over to the subsequent task(s). A transition is activated

if all incoming deliverables are accepted. After activation of a

transition all preceding tasks are closed and all subsequent

tasks are started. A transition is controlled by the persons

in charge of the subsequent task(s). This is reasonable as

those persons need the incoming deliverables for their task.

It should be noted, however, that the actual specification of

the deliverables does not take place at the transition execution

but during project planning. A transition provides only an

opportunity for last minute changes to the specification. A

transition is also the only entity in T2M that allows direct

customer interaction. Typical contributions of the customer are

result assessments and specification updates.

As mentioned earlier, transitions are similar but not equiv-

alent to the gates of Stage-Gate
TM

. In contrast to gates,

transitions are meant to be lightweight synchronisation points
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between tasks with possible customer interaction. There is

no detailed assessment of the deliverables, no hard decisions,

and no budget approvals. Ideally there is not even a personal

meeting necessary. Should any issues arise the transition

stays inactive till the issues are resolved by performing the

appropriate PRINCE2 processes.

Fig. 4. Basic elements of T2M diagrams

T2M processes are modelled by concatenating tasks and

transitions. A T2M diagram is constructed from the four

basic elements shown in figure 4. The symbol labeled ”cus-

tomer interaction” is added to selected transitions to indicate

customer interaction. The actual nature of this interaction

should be reflected in the symbols label (e.g. notification,

sign-off, review). The double sided arrow labeled ”shared

deliverable” is used if two parallel tasks are so closely related

that synchronisation via transitions is too inconvenient. In this

case unfinished deliverables or other documents may be shared

on mutual agreement.

Fig. 5. Sample T2M module

A very basic T2M process with three tasks and three

transitions is shown in figure 5. Task 2a and 2b run in parallel

and are synchronised by transition 2 and 3. In T2M all tasks

are handled as black-boxes. Whatever happens inside a task

is fully under the responsibility of the persons in charge for

that task. The first transition of a module is called entry-

transition and ensures that all preconditions of the module are

met. Like any other transition it is controlled by the persons

responsible for the immediately following tasks. In a T2M di-

agram customer interaction is modelled by placing a customer

interaction symbol right above the transition in question. In the

example diagram this has been done for transition 2 and 3. The

customer interaction in transition 2 would be a simple review

of the deliverables, where the customer has the opportunity to

assess the current developments and may give input to follow-

up tasks. The customer interaction for transition 3 is labeled

”sign-off” which essentially means that the customer has to

formally accept the deliverables. In this case the transition

can only be activated if the customer allows it.

Besides process control and customer interaction, the main

objective of T2M is task synchronisation. For task synchro-

nisation multiple tasks can start or end at a single transition.

More than one task starting at a single transition makes sense

if the tasks are closely related. Per definition a transition

is controlled by the persons responsible for the immediately

following tasks. Therefore there has to be a consensual agree-

ment about the acceptance of the preceding deliverables and

the specification of the upcoming deliverables. Otherwise the

transition could not be activated and neither of the following

tasks could start.

If more than one task ends at a single transition the

situation is similar. The transition cannot be activated until all

deliverables of both tasks are accepted. As a result neither task

is closed until all interdependencies between the parallel tasks

have been sorted out. Otherwise one of the tasks may end with

the responsible team being disbanded, while the other task still

needs input. A rather exotic but not impossible situation is

multiple transitions following a single task. Such a situation

becomes feasible if some deliverables of that task are used in

independent follow-up tasks. As a result some of the tasks may

start while others are still waiting for their input deliverables

to be accepted.

Ideally, every deliverable is implemented during a single

task and only used by other tasks after being accepted. In a

real product engineering scenario such a clean and definite ap-

proach is often not feasible. Especially in parallel development

task e.g. MEMS- and IC-components, the need for very fine

granular information exchange may arise. In a T2M diagram

such a tight coupling between two tasks is represented by

the ”shared deliverable” symbol. A shared deliverable means

that while the responsibility for implementing the deliverable

still remains at the original task, intermediate states of the

deliverable are shared with the other tasks. As this happens

without T2M synchronisation mechanisms, information con-

sistency has to be enforced by other means.

V. MEMS DESIGN AUTOMATION

Besides setting up the overall methodology, setting up a

thorough design flow that takes into account the diverse but

closely connected design activities is the other big challenge

in MEMS product engineering. Just like in IC-design there are

few comprehensive tool-suites that address the general design

aspects and many specialized tools that address individual

design problems. While tool suites usually offer sample design

flows, the specialized tools have to be integrated individually.

The main difference to IC-design is that for MEMS design two

completely different design approaches have to be integrated:

1. a top-down approach that synthesizes a MEMS device

based on a behavioural and structural specification

2. a bottom-up approach that analyzes technological con-

straints and selects appropriate manufacturing techniques

Most design tools concentrate only on one of those ap-

proaches. Tools for the behavioural approach typically provide
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support for tasks like macro modelling, mask layout, and

device simulation. The CoventorWare tool suite from Coventor
is a good example for this category. The bottom up approach

on the other hand is the domain of TCAD (e.g. technology

simulation) and technology management tools. For the bottom-

up approach a complete process management framework was

created by the authors. The XperiDesk suite from Process
Relations is based on an earlier EU project [11]. It will be used

as an example for this category. These tool suites have been

selected because Coventor and Process Relations are partners

in the CORONA project.

Coventors’ CoventorWare tool suite is a good example of a

top-down behavioural design approach. The Architect module

allows behavioural modelling and simulation on a schematic

level. Architect is supplemented by a comprehensive MEMS

component library that contains basic components for most

MNT design tasks. The Designer module is used to create a

2D mask layout and a 3D device model of the MEMS device

based on the schematic representation and a foundry-kit that

contains the custom technology information necessary for this

task. The Analyzer provides a 3D field solver module that is

used to simulate the physical behaviour of the 3D model to

predict or validate experimental results. The Integrator tool

provides support for the integration of models from different

physical domains, esp. for integration of IC-design with micro-

mechanical design.

Process Relations’ XPeriDesk aims to be a Process De-
velopment Execution System (PDES) and is therefore mainly

concerned with manufacturing aspects. It integrates the man-

agement of MNT technology knowledge directly with process

design and verification tools. The XperiDesign module sup-

ports the conceptual design of manufacturing processes. By

providing access to technology knowledge the user can assem-

ble or modify fabrication processes based on the technology

requirements of the MNT device. The XperiFication module is

used for a first assessment of a newly designed manufacturing

process by assessing the feasibility and manufacturability

of the process based on custom process rules. These rules

are able to capture abstract process engineering knowledge

and use this to verify the compliance with manufacturing

capabilities and physical or technical boundary conditions,

e.g., are temperature budgets met, are all required logistics

steps like cleaning in place. A second tier assessment can be

performed by the XperiSim module which includes simulation

or emulation of the manufacturing process. Based on models

from the XperiDesign knowledge base, the device layout and

third party calculation tools like TCAD tools or Coventors’

SEMulator, a 2D / 3D virtual representation of the potential

device can be generated. Finally, the XperiLink module pro-

vides support for manufacturing and assessment of prototype

runs. It provides run-cards for the manufacturing environment,

controls the Design of Experiments (DoE) and collects process

data and measurements.

The application scenario for both tool suites is well defined

as CoventorWare is targeted at device design and XperiDesk
at process design. In a distributed development project Coven-
torWare would be used by a fabless MEMS design house

that cooperates with a MEMS foundry that uses XperiDesk

to develop their processes and appropriate foundry kits. Such

a scenario would be analogous to current scenarios in the IC

industry.

Fig. 6. Pretzel model for MEMS design and fabrication

But as has been outlined before such an approach is only of

limited use in the MNT industry [12]. The strong interdepen-

dency between design and manufacturing requires often a more

fine granular approach than providing foundry kits. The pretzel

model first introduced by the authors in [13] gives advice

how interwoven behaviour/fabrication design flows might look

like. Using both CoventorWare and XperiDesk it is possible to

cover nearly every state transition of the pretzel with software

support and thus enabling comprehensive design flows for

MNT design.

Fig. 7. Tool support for Pretzel design approach

Figure 7 shows how the CoventorWare and XperiDesk

modules fit into the original pretzel model shown in figure

6. Coventor Architect is used for the synthesis step to create

a schematic representation of the MNT device based on

the system requirements. Coventor Designer can be used to

derive a 3D device model from the schematic representation.

Coventor Analyzer provides simulation support for the 3D
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device model the represents the analysis transition from 3D-

Model to Schematic in the Pretzel model. In combination

with experiment tracking tools like XperiLink, Architect can

possibly also be used for the analysis step between the

schematic and the device prototype.
The CoventorWare modules fully cover the behavioural half

of the Pretzel model, the fabrication related part is the domain

of the XperiDesk tools. XperiDesign it used to discover suit-

able process steps that match the technological requirements.

In combination with TCAD tools or Coventor SEMulator,
XperiSim is able to analyze if a fabrication process is suitable

for creating geometrical structures that match the 3D-Model.

The synthesis step that creates a device prototype from the

process flow representation is supported by XperiLink. This

leaves only the synthesis step that creates the process-flow

representation from the 3D-Model without software support.

This step is currently a research topic within the CORONA

project[14].

VI. MANAGING THE PRODUCT ENGINEERING FLOW

One thing that makes setting up a proper design especially

difficult is the involvement of several companies. The involve-

ment of several different companies additionally complicates

the the set-up of a proper design flow. Each of those companies

contribute individual knowledge, technologies, and services to

the product engineering process. To make things worse, those

companies are usually distributed across different locations,

sometimes even on a global scale. The methodology presented

in the previous sections supports the planning and execution

of such distributed engineering projects and the tool collection

described in the last section provides comprehensive design

automation for MEMS design.
The component still missing is a framework that links the

methodology with the design tools. Ideally, such a framework

would provide guidance through the complex product engi-

neering process and provide uncomplicated and secure means

for data exchange between the partner companies. Some of

the crucial challenges in this context are:

• Keeping design documents valid and consistent

• Preserving intellectual property rights of partners

• Managing access and access rights

In software development similar product engineering sce-

narios apply. To manage the work within distributed software

development processes, the software industry developed dif-

ferent adapted tools and methodologies. Although those means

for distributed software development exist, these approaches

are only first attempts to cope with the global disposition

of development tasks, which are developed actively in the

scientific community. Examples for such tools are e.g. EGRET,

a tool for collaborated requirements engineering[15] or Jazz,
a collaborative coding environment[16]. Connecting the tools

used in the development process is of great importance. While

there are tools that support distributed work for only one

activity in the development process, it is crucial to connect

and integrate tools for different activities to streamline the

development efforts[17].
Due to obvious similarities it seems to be promising ap-

proach to adapt some of the methods and tools for distributed

software development to the MNT product engineering. A

sketch for an integrated software environment that addresses

these challenges is shown in figure 8. The integration frame-

work that implements the communication and coordination

task, is called Electronic Product Engineering Flow (EPEF)
and is shown in the center of figure 8. The EPEF is a mid-

dleware layer on top of the individual tools linking different

activities of the product engineering methodology modelled

with T2M diagrams and provides controlled access to the

project data. The product engineering methodology serves as

a guide[18]. The implementation of the complete EPEF is still

an ongoing task within the CORONA project. As an example

how such an integration framework could be implemented, the

software module that is responsible for sharing data between

the individual partners is described in the next section.

Fig. 8. The electronic product engineering flow of CORONA

VII. DISTRIBUTED PROJECT BINDER

In a collaborative MNT product engineering scenario a

straightforward and effective way for consistent and secure

data exchange between individual development partners is

crucial. In the software industry this task is typically addressed

by Versioning Control Systems (VCS). VCS track the change-

history of files and projects and provide access to older

versions of those documents. All data and version information

is stored in a so called repository. If a user wants to work

with data from the repository, the user has to receive the data

from the repository (checkout), perform the tasks and then

send the new file back. A drawback of this approach is the

need of a data connection to the centralized system enabling

the repository to perform an action. For this reason a new class

of VCS the so called Distributed Versioning Control Systems
(DVCS) has been introduced.

In a DVCS, individual developers use their own local

repository. Unlike in classic VCS systems, each checkout of

a repository from a DVCS is itself a complete repository,

containing all files and history data, which resides locally on

the developers machine. The developer has complete control

of all files and history data in the local repository[19]. The lack

of a master repository common to all developers is addressed

by organizational means. For example a canonical repository

could be maintained by the project leader for adding new

features from other developers after review by request.

DVCS provide means for data exchange in a distributed

environment. Adapting a DVCS to MNT product engineering
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Fig. 9. Concept of data exchange in distributed development

could solve the data exchange problem. Nevertheless some

functionality for MNT development is missing in existing

DVCS. Available DVCS provide no strong access control

and user authentication mechanisms. A repository is always

cloned completely with complete history information. This

behaviour is beneficial for in-house data management as it

ensures unrestricted and complete access to the version history

of all documents. For collaborative developments in a MNT

development this becomes an issue as IP (intellectual property)

protection is a major requirement in this context. The goal

is to share only as much knowledge and information as

necessary. Consequently, if an existing DVCS is used, it must

be equipped with sophisticated and secure authentication and

access control mechanisms. Additionally it is necessary to

distinguish between two categories of data:

1. Data that is public to the whole development consortium.

This is most likely data required for project management

and development coordination, e.g. product specification,

status reports, global projects progress.

2. Data that contains IP that is owned by individual partners

and that the partner wants to protect, e.g. data that will

only be shared under NDA (non-disclosure agreements)

conditions. This data shall be only disclosed to the

partners that need the data for their development efforts.

A conceptual sketch of how a Distributed Project Binder for

MNT product engineering could be implemented is shown in

figure 9. In this scenario, the customer manages all the project

public data like organizational and status data. This repository

is shared with all partners in the development project. Beside

this public repository, every development partner maintains its

own project repository for exchanging data with other develop-

ment partners. The local project manager of every development

partner is responsible for the data that is exchanged. The man-

ager assigns access rights to developers within the company

as well as to developers of other companies. To preserve

IP protection, access rights are granted by the manager to

authorized persons only (possibly substituted by legal action

like NDA and individual licensing).

Changes to the data are tracked using electronic signatures.

The system will log the operation, with user name, signature,

date and time, type of operation (read/write) and the changes

done to the data. This mechanism ensures the traceability

of the change-history even across company borders. The

electronic signatures can also be used to encrypt the data

during data exchange over insecure media (e.g. internet).

These features are already supported by most existing DVCS.

The CORONA project is currently developing a prototype

of an Electronic Product Engineering Flow for MNT devices

based on data distribution with a Distributed Project Binder.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper the distributed product engineering of microsys-

tem devices has been discussed. The ubiquitous diversity of

the MNT industry regarding application areas, manufacturing

technologies, and business models, requires a market driven,

collaborative approach. The customer, as the representative

of the target market has been identified as the driving party

behind the product engineering process.

The comprehensive MEMS product engineering methodol-

ogy introduced in this paper facilitates a customer-oriented

approach that takes into account the challenges of concurrent

device and process development as well as the challenges

of distributed, networked operations between customers, de-

signers and semiconductor manufacturers. T2M allows fine

granular modelling of the workflow and the Pretzel model

may be used to implement design flows that comprise device

development as well as process development. Finally, a tool

concept for consistent data exchange in multi-site development

scenario has been presented.

Further work in tailoring the product engineering method

as well as the support tool infrastructure is required and the

CORONA project is currently addressing these areas. The

subsequent step is to establish a multi-site electronic product
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engineering flow with the access to distributed and hetero-

geneous software. An initial concept based on a distributed

versioning system approach was presented.
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